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1.

Program Overview

The Canadian wireless telecommunications industry, under the auspices of the Canadian Wireless
Telecommunications Association’s (CWTA) Recycling Committee, operates Recycle My Cell (RMC), a free
national cellular phone recycling program. The members of CWTA include, among others, wireless
service providers, wireless handset manufacturers and processors.
Recycle My Cell has served as the official cell phone recycling stewardship program in Nova Scotia since
its official launch in January 2009. In Section 18O (1) of the Solid Waste-Resource Management
Regulations, N.S. Reg 25/96, Nova Scotia Environment set out the obligation for industry stewardship
programs to report on their respective programs on a yearly basis by June 30th. CWTA is pleased to
provide this report on the program’s status for the 2013 calendar year.
RMC recovers all used, unwanted or discarded mobile devices which connect to a cellular or paging
network, including cell phones, smartphones, wireless PDAs, external aircards and pagers. In addition,
cell phone rechargeable batteries, headsets, chargers and other cell phone accessories are also accepted
by the program.
Under RMC, brand owners continue to operate their own corporate programs to collect, reuse and
recycle mobile devices.
RMC is not funded through eco-fees. The cost to operate the RMC program is borne directly by member
brand owners running their individual corporate programs and by CWTA through fees paid by its
members and associates (i.e., RMC is funded through CWTA’s general budget, using CWTA staff and
resources).
RMC uses a return-to-retail collection model. Consumers can readily return mobile devices at all
participating retail stores operated by brand owners within the province during normal business hours.
In addition, consumers will be able to mail-back unwanted devices using postage-paid labels when it is
not convenient for them to return the devices to a drop-off location.
Devices that have been collected by participating locations are sent to certified processors for proper
handling.
This report has been prepared by the CWTA and is submitted on behalf of: Bell, BlackBerry, Eastlink,
GEEP Inc., Google, GREENTEC, LG Electronics Canada, Inc., Lynx Mobility, Microsoft, MTS, ProMobility,
Rogers Communications, Samsung Electronics Canada Inc., SaskTel, Sony of Canada, Tbaytel, TELUS,
Videotron, and Virgin Mobile Canada.1

2.

Public Education Materials and Strategies

RMC continues to work within the province to increase program awareness and usage.

1

See Appendix A for program specifics for member initiatives. It should be noted that Google acquired Motorola Mobility, and Microsoft
acquired Nokia.
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CWTA, and its participating members, have undertaken various promotional activities to raise
awareness about cell phone recycling and the RMC program.
Cell phone recycling awareness may not correlate directly to an increase in the number of devices that
are collected in the province by the RMC program. Although RMC is the approved stewardship program
operating within the province it is not the only program recovering phones. Having said that, RMC will
not inhibit the ability of another program to recover used devices nor will it monitor the behavior of
these programs.
While RMC is an umbrella program, the promotion of cell phone recycling occurs in two ways: by CWTA
for the RMC program as a whole, and through activities of participating members in relation to their
corporate programs.

2.1

CWTA initiatives

2.1.1 Sponsorship of events
In 2014, Recycle My Cell was the sole national sponsor for Waste Reduction Week in Canada lending
support to the “Recycle My Cell Student Challenge.”
The “Recycle My Cell Student Challenge” challenged schools to collect the most phones in their province
for an opportunity to win prizes. Schools were informed of the Challenge through a national press
release, contest details on the Waste Reduction Week in Canada Web site and through each of the
participating provincial councils; how this information was conveyed by the councils would differ based
on the approach preferred by each region.2
Within the Cape Breton region of Nova Scotia, ACAP Cape Breton delivered Waste Reduction Week
events and specifically promoted the Recycle My Cell Student Challenge. Furthermore, letters about
WRW and the RMC Student Challenge were sent to the principals of 80 schools representing
approximately 21,000 students.
The Recycle My Cell Challenge was also promoted via Canadian Teacher Magazine, press releases, as
well as the Recycle My Cell Web site, Facebook page, and Twitter account.3 4
This year, the Challenge was cross-promoted by Earth Day Canada. As a result, Earth Day Canada
provided information via email to 10,000 contacts who are typically teachers and educators with an
interest in the environment and educational programming for schools.
Islands Consolidated School won the 2014 Challenge in Nova Scotia and was awarded a $500 cash
donation from CWTA to further their environmental initiatives. Schools that collected 20 or more
phones were also granted $1 per phone as a participation prize. Nationally, 5,832 cell phones were
recovered through the Challenge in 2014.
2.1.2 Recycle My Cell branded program
The Recycle My Cell program is open to third-party locations interested in hosting a drop-off site to
support cell phone recovery efforts.
2

See Appendix B for Promotional support for Waste Reduction Week in Canada.
Canadian Teachers Magazine is sent to 12,000 schools to an audience of 60,000 teachers.
4
The Press Release was issued via Canada NewsWire to 2,000 radio, TV and print outlets in Canada.
3
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Third-party locations, such as municipal waste depots, not-for-profit organizations and other parties not
affiliated with current RMC members, can serve as drop-off locations simply by registering with CWTA.
There are currently 19 RMC branded drop-off locations in Nova Scotia.
2.1.3 Promotional materials
CWTA continues to provide RMC promotional materials (brochures, tent cards and posters) to thirdparty locations (municipal and community sites that wish to support the Recycle My Cell recovery
program, at dealer sites and non-affiliated retailers that do not run their own program) whenever such
materials may be requested.5
2.1.4 Social Media
CWTA has developed both a Facebook page and a Twitter account for the promotion of the Recycle My
Cell program. RMC’s Facebook page is used to promote the various events in which RMC is a
participant. CWTA continues to promote cell phone recycling via its @recyclemoncell Twitter account.6
2.1.5 RMC Web site
CWTA maintains a mobile friendly Web site (www.recyclemycell.ca and www.recyclemoncell.ca) that
serves as the central hub for the program. Information about the RMC recovery program, recycling,
member programs, current collection sites and steps to clear personal information is readily available to
consumers via this site. This site also includes links to mail-back options.
Consumers with additional questions about the program are encouraged to contact RMC
representatives via an email address that has been established for this purpose (info@recyclemycell.ca /
info@recyclemoncell.ca).
Web site traffic (January to December 2014)



RMC Web site logged 73,324 unique visits nationally.7
1,019 database searches for recycling locations in Nova Scotia (based on the postal code
entered at time of search).8

2.1.6 Toll-free number
Consumers without Internet access can call a toll-free number (1-888-797-1740) operated by CWTA staff
to access information about RMC. Inquiries related to other material categories are forwarded to
appropriate organizations where they exist.
Call volume (January to December 2014)

32 calls to the RMC toll-free number originated from Nova Scotia.
2.1.7 Stakeholder relations
CWTA developed informational pieces in conjunction with Regional Coordinators. These pieces
identified RMC as the approved provincial program for cell phones and highlighted how the program
worked. This information was dispersed within the regions via email, and posted to Web sites.
5

See Appendix C for samples of the RMC promotional materials (brochure, tent card and posters).
See Appendix D for Recycle My Cell Facebook page and Twitter feed.
7
In December the RMC Web site was hacked and data was lost. Data from December had to be estimated.
8
In December the RMC Web site was hacked and data was lost. Data from December had to be estimated.
6
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Nova Scotia has a well-defined communication network among the seven solid waste management
regions across the province, through the Regional Coordinators, and it was felt that this would be the
most beneficial way of funneling information to the municipalities.
2.1.8 Third-party Web sites
Recycle My Cell continues to receive positive support within the province from relevant waste
management stakeholders (including the Government of Nova Scotia Web site, Resource Recovery Fund
Board, as well as several municipalities and districts) to ensure that RMC information is included on their
Web sites where feasible. CWTA believes that the most effective way to ensure residents of Nova Scotia
are aware of the program is to have information included in areas where a resident is likely to look for
it.9
2.1.9 Press releases
CWTA develops and distributes both targeted and national press releases to coincide with activities that
RMC participates in. As an example, support of Waste Reduction Week was announced in a national
release. In addition, announcements regarding the number of phones that have been recovered are
issued to coincide with Earth Day.10
2.1.10 Paid advertising
CWTA utilizes alternate advertising methods, such as Google and Facebook ads, to build program
awareness. The use of on-line advertising in forums commonly used by consumers offer a more targeted
approach to providing information to those searching for it.11

2.2

Corporate program initiatives

2.2.1 Promotional materials
Participating carriers continue to have marketing plans in place that support their various initiatives,
including those for trade-in or upgrades.12
In addition to promotional materials, carriers continue to increase the visibility of recycling programs by
ensuring that the information is readily accessible to customers upgrading their phones via corporate
Web sites.
Participating manufacturers also include RMC branding on their corporate Web sites.
2.2.2 Staff training
Carriers continue to foster program awareness internally with their staff so that they are able to provide
accurate information to their customers. This is done with regular reminders via internal Web sites and
blogs. Bell, for example, maintains an on-line training module that is a required element to new store
associate’s training and also mandatory on an annual basis.13

9

See Appendix E for examples of third-party support.
See Appendix F for Earth Day Press Release.
11
See Appendix G for samples of paid advertising.
12
See Appendix H for examples of promotional materials.
13
See Appendix I for the introductory page to Bell’s online training module and information provided to employees.
10
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3.

Collection System and Facilities

3.1

Drop-off locations

In 2014 there were 118 drop-off locations in Nova Scotia;14 this is a decrease of one (1) location since
2013.
Return-to-retail continues to be the primary model for collection drop-off sites. It is felt that the most
effective method for cell phone recovery is simply dropping off an existing device(s) when a new one is
purchased.
Participating locations that are included in the RMC database collect all devices regardless of make,
model or condition in order to provide consumers with the convenience that they seek.
In instances where a drop-off location is not available, RMC offers a mail-back option which allows any
consumer in the province – with access to Canada Post service – the ability to conveniently and easily
return their devices and accessories at no cost to themselves.

4.

Product Environmental Impact Reduction, Reusability and Recyclability

4.1

Handset manufacturers and improving product life cycle management

RMC handset manufacturers continue their efforts to eliminate or to reduce the environmental impacts
of a product throughout its life cycle.
Devices that do more things, at a faster speed, and from anywhere, have become the norm. Handset
manufacturers work to design devices to meet these expectations. Consumers, through their shopping
habits, have made it clear that they are interested in increased functionality that gives them the ability
to substitute one device for many.
An example of an individual initiative that has been taken includes:
BlackBerry
 Life Cycle Analysis: BlackBerry pays close attention to how its products are designed, distributed
and disposed of to reduce their environmental impact. BlackBerry uses Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)
to provide an in-depth view of each product’s environmental impacts at every stage in its
lifecycle, from the materials used in the product, to production and distribution, throughout its
use, and at the end of its useful life. To conduct the LCA studies on its products, BlackBerry
works with PE International, an experienced sustainability management consulting firm. Results
from the LCA studies help BlackBerry identify what it is doing well as well as identifying
opportunities to lessen environmental impacts.
Avoidance of Hazardous Substances in Products: An increasing awareness of the health and
environmental impacts of hazardous materials has made reducing the use of these materials a
particular focus for BlackBerry in recent years. A number of government and regulatory agencies
also share this focus. Working collaboratively, BlackBerry has worked with industry groups and
regulatory agencies to help develop test methods for regulations such as the European Union’s
14

See Appendix J for a list of drop-off locations in Nova Scotia.
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Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) and the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals (“REACH”) and the Government of Canada’s Chemicals Management
Plan.
Energy Efficiency: Energy efficiency has always been a core focus of the BlackBerry design
process, resulting in highly optimized software and an energy efficient charging system. To
minimize energy consumption, BlackBerry has worked to consistently reduce the footprint of its
chargers and improve their energy efficiency. All chargers currently in market achieve Level V,
the highest rating for the International Energy Efficiency Mark. In addition, all BlackBerry
devices, batteries and chargers comply with the strict Battery Charging System efficiency
requirements of the California Energy Commission.
End-of-life: The end-of-life phase can present opportunities if a device is reused, refurbished or
recycled. BlackBerry devices are designed to last with software that can be upgraded over-theair and hardware that facilitates repair. BlackBerry devices are designed to be easily repaired,
containing many parts that professional repair facilities can quickly and simply swap. BlackBerry
encourages the passing of products from one user to the next, being repaired and refurbished
where necessary, and all BlackBerry products include a built-in secure data wipe feature to
ensure that no data from the previous user remains on the device.

4.2

Processor members and certifications

Program members use certified third-party processors to manage their materials. The business
relationship is directly between the member and the processor; each member carefully chooses their
third-party to ensure that they meet all the necessary environmental standards.
All of the processors involved with the RMC program are ISO certified and/or verified under Electronic
Products Recycling Association’s (EPRA) Recycling Vendor Qualification Program (RVQP), meaning they
have an environmental management system in place which ensures accountability and knowledge of the
associated environmental impacts. Material recovered through member programs in Nova Scotia is
responsibly recycled by Global Electric Electronic Processing Inc. (GEEP), GREENTEC and ProMobility.15

5.

Pollution Prevention Hierarchy and Product/Component Management

5.1

Management of recovered product

Products that are recovered through the RMC member programs are diverted from landfill as a result of
reuse, recycling or recovery.
In Nova Scotia, of the 11,697 devices received by processors, it is estimated that 5,781 were sent for
recycling while 5,916 were sent for refurbishment and reuse.
Reuse: While it is understood that reuse is the preferred method for dealing with recovered product, in
the case of wireless devices the amount of product that can be reused is dependent on many factors
that are not controllable, including the condition of the phone at time of recovery and the technology
that is required for its use. As such, to reintroduce phones into the market that do not meet those
15

See Appendix K for copies of certificates.
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criteria or that are not supported on technology in a given market do more harm than good. For this
reason, phones that do not meet reuse criteria will continue to be sent for responsible recycling.
Devices that are deemed reusable have their data wiped and are sold via auction to third-parties.
Recycle: Devices destined for recycling are handled based on the general practices of the primary
processor. In all instances the batteries are removed from the device and the remaining material is
either further dismantled, or shredded in entirety (minus the backing), before being sent to approved
downstream processors.
Once the material reaches its downstream processor it can either be separated further into its various
components and consolidated with other like materials and sent further downstream, or sent in its
original shredded state to be smelted.

6.

Plan Performance

6.1

Annual survey

Quorus Consulting Group was commissioned to conduct CWTA’s National Cell Phone Recycling Study.
Over 4,000 Canadians, 18 years and older, with a minimum of 400 respondents in each province, were
contacted to participate in this telephone survey.
Survey results for 2014
Annual surveys undertaken since the launch of this program have been an effective way in which to
gauge public awareness and monitor implementation of RMC, as well as to identify and follow trends.
CWTA is able to continue these research and monitoring efforts with the addition of the most current
survey results.16 CWTA is also able to provide a more detailed analysis of the survey results in Nova
Scotia.
The 2014 National Cell Phone Recycling Study indicated that public awareness of the RMC program is
remaining steady. Fifty percent of all respondents are aware of cell phone recycling programs in general.
Of those, 23% are aware of RMC program partners. Nationally, 16% of respondents indicated that they
are aware of the Recycle My Cell program.

16

Note that only key data trends are reflected in the graphs. Therefore percentages indicated will not equal 100%.
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Graph 1:

In Nova Scotia, 51% percent of respondents are aware of recycling programs for cell phones in general,
up three percentage points from last year (48%). It also marks a change in direction from the downward
trend in self-reported awareness seen since 2010.17 Awareness is once again above the national level
(50%).

Graph 2:

Currently, awareness in Nova Scotia of the Recycle My Cell program specifically falls just two percentage
points below the national average (14% provincially and 16% nationally). Nevertheless, awareness in
Nova Scotia rose by one (1) percentage point over last year.
Data was not collected to gauge the awareness level of other recycling programs at the provincial level.

17

2010 data not pictured. Awareness of cell phone recycling was 57%.
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Graph 3:

As illustrated in Graph 3, 10% of Nova Scotian respondents recycled their last phone, while 21% gave it
away or sold it. The percentage of respondents who report throwing their previous cell phone in the
garbage has increased from 4% in 2013 to 6% in 2014, but is still one percentage points less than
reported in 2012 (7%).
Forty-one percent of respondents reported simply storing their phone, a decrease of three percentage
points since 2013. Self-reported storage levels were slightly higher than the national average (40%).

Graph 4:

Graph 4 illustrates that 10% of Nova Scotian respondents recycled their phone in 2014, matching the
national average. Provincially and nationally, there has been a general downward trend in self-reported
cell phone recycling rates since 2010.
13
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Graph 5:

Of the Nova Scotian respondents who reported recycling their previous cell phone, 34% did so through a
recycling depot (making it the province with the highest reported use of recycling depots). Municipal
depots as well as Call2Recycle were also top choices (7% respectively), perhaps indicating an awareness
of e-waste recycling options.18 As in other provinces, retail stores (23%) and cellular service providers
(13%) rounded out the top five recycling methods.

Graph 6:

The top three reasons among respondents for not recycling their previous cell phone has remained fairly
consistent over the past four years. This past year, there has been a shift in the number of respondents
who reported keeping their previous cell phone for future need (up 7 percentage points from 10% in
2013 to 17% in 2014).

18

A confirmation or exploration of general e-waste awareness is beyond the scope of current Recycle My Cell research.
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The number of respondents who reported that they didn’t know what to do with their previous phone
decreased for a third year in a row (31% in 2012, 27% in 2013, and 24% in 2014). Twenty-three percent
of Nova Scotia respondents noted that they were keeping their old cellular phone as a backup (same as
in 2013).

Graph 7:

As depicted in Graph 7, seventy-one percent of Nova Scotian respondents who were currently storing an
old cell phone reported that they would be willing to recycle it, an increase of four percentage points
since 2013 (67%). In fact, reported willingness has increased for three years in a row. There was also a
slight corresponding decrease in the number of respondents who reported that they would not recycle
their previous cell phone in the future (from 28% in 2013 to 26% in 2014).
The number of respondents who were unsure of recycling in the future continues to drop, from 11% in
2012 to 6% in 2013 to 3% in 2014.
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Graph 8:

As noted above, since 2012, there has been a steady increase in the number of Nova Scotian
respondents willing to recycling their cell phone in the future. At 71%, provincial willingness to recycle is
now higher than the national level (63%) by 8 percentage points.

6.2

Product Collected

*Data for RMC Member Internal Initiatives and Call2Recycle was not available for 2009.

6.2.1 Volume of devices collected through RMC
RMC data represents the results of consumer facing recovery initiatives that collect devices that are
considered to be at the end of their useful life, as well as devices collected through Trade-in or Upgrade
programs. These devices are collected via return-to-retail and participating third-party locations.
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6.2.2 Volume of devices collected through RMC member’s internal initiatives
Data included in other member internal initiatives include devices are returned to a member for a
variety of reasons including buyer’s remorse or damage, or are discontinued/overstock. These devices
represent material that has been responsibly managed by carriers outside of their respective recycling
programs.
It is important to factor this data into the discussion about cell phone recovery because these devices
were distributed into the province and then effectively removed from the “available for collection” pool.
Devices are diverted from entering the recycling stream within the province as a result of refurbishment
and reuse efforts within participating members’ organizations.
6.2.3 Volume of devices collected by Call2Recycle and other programs
While RMC has been recognized as a cell phone steward within the province, it is not the only program
that actively solicits consumers for their cell phones. RMC currently participates in a data sharing
arrangement with Call2Recycle. The Call2Recycle collection system employs a combination return-toretail/depot model and works in conjunction with their battery recovery program.
It should be noted that as third-party organizations increasingly see value in used mobile devices, there
is an increase in the number of program and groups collecting phones. There are many not for profit
organizations across the country actively encouraging Canadians to donate unwanted mobile devices in
order to generate funds from recycling and reusing the devices. In addition, there are also ‘for profit’
ventures that collect phones by providing incentive – either directly to consumers or to their collectors –
to do so. Data for all other ventures is not currently being reported.

7.

Conclusion

CWTA and its members remain committed to the RMC program and its growth within the province.
RMC members continue to make enhancements to their programs in order to increase usage amongst
consumers and to minimize the impact of their product at the end-of-life.
CWTA believes that working together – with Nova Scotia Environment, Nova Scotia residents and other
stakeholders – will ensure continued success.
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Appendix A
Program specifics for member initiatives
Program

Locations

Devices Accepted

Bell:
Blue Box

Accepted at any Bell
Aliant or Bell store, The
Source locations, Virgin
Mobile stores and
participating dealer
locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Bell will donate net proceeds from the
program to support Canadian Mental Health
Association.

Mail-back label
available on Web site.
Bell:
Bell Trade-in Program

Accepted at any Bell
Aliant or Bell store,
Virgin Mobile stores
and participating dealer
locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

BlackBerry: Trade Up

Mail-back instructions
available on Web site.

Trade-in value to customer.

Eastlink:
Recycle My Cell

Accepted at all
participating locations.

Fido:
FidoTRADE

Accepted at all
participating locations.

Limited to BlackBerry
devices being used as
part of the Trade Up.
All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.
All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Lynx Mobility:
Recycle My Cell

Accepted at all
participating locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Proceeds from returned devices are used to
provide prizing for initiatives like the Recycle
My Cell Student Challenge.

MTS:
Wireless Devices
Recycling Program

Accepted at all
participating locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Proceeds from the program will be channeled
towards the MTS Future First program focused
on bettering the lives of youth in Manitoba.

MTS:
My Trade-in Program

Accepted at all
participating locations.

Trade-in value to customer.

Rogers:
Phones for Food

Accepted at
participating Phones for
Food locations and
through postage paid
mail-back bag included
with purchase of
Rogers’ devices.
Accepted at all
participating locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.
All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

Rogers:
Trade Up Program

18

Proceeds from returned devices are used to
provide prizing for initiatives like the Recycle
My Cell Student Challenge.
Trade-in value to customer.

Funds raised are donated to local food banks.
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SaskTel:
Phones for a Fresh
Start

Accepted at any SaskTel
stores or participating
dealer location.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Any proceeds from the recycling process are
used to support SaskTel community
partnerships with the Provincial Association of
Transition Houses and Services of
Saskatchewan (PATHS), aiding victims of
domestic abuse.

SaskTel: Trade-in

Accepted at any SaskTel
stores or participating
dealer location.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

TELUS:
Trade-in Program

Accepted at any TELUS
Mobility store or
participating dealer
location.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

Accepted at all
participating locations.

All mobile devices as
defined by this program
from any manufacturer
or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

The Source:
The Source Trade-up
Program

19

Through Tree Canada, a tree is planted for
every device collected.
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Appendix B
Promotional Support for Waste Reduction Week
National banner ad

National button ad
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National poster
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National Web site
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Canadian Teacher Magazine Ad
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Printable Poster (available as a colouring page)
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Facebook Page and Twitter Feed
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Bell
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Appendix C
Recycle My Cell promotional material
Brochure

Tent Card
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Poster
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Appendix D
Recycle My Cell Facebook page and Twitter feed
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Appendix E
Third-party support
Government of Nova Scotia Waste Resource
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Resource Recovery Fund Board
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Region 6 Solid Waste Management
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Municipality of Colchester
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Cumberland Joint Services Management Authority
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Valley Waste Resource
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Halifax Regional Municipality
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Municipal Joint Services Board Lunenburg Regional

Municipality of the District of Lunenburg
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Appendix F
Earth Day Press Release - CWTA

One Old Cell Phone in a Landfill is One Too Many
Recycle My Cell makes it easy for Canadians to do their part for Earth Day 2014
OTTAWA – April 16, 2014 – Recycle My Cell, Canada’s free cell phone recycling program, is
calling on Canadians from coast to coast to recycle their old cell phones and accessories in
support of Earth Day on Tuesday, April 22. Almost 582,000 devices were recovered through the
Recycle My Cell program in 2013. Results from the 2013 National Cell Phone Recycling Study
released today show that while Canadians replace their wireless device approximately every 30
months, only 10% of survey respondents recycled their old device when they purchased a new
one, with 42% putting the old device in storage.
Canadians can participate in Earth Day by visiting the bilingual Web site –
www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.Recyclemoncell.ca – and enter their postal code to locate the
10 drop-off locations closest to them where their old wireless devices will be accepted,
regardless of brand or condition. If a consumer cannot get to one of the drop-off locations in
their neighborhood, the Web site offers printable postage-paid labels that can be used to mail
the device back to Recycle My Cell at absolutely no cost to the consumer.
The Web site also provides information about the program, facts and figures on e-waste, FAQs
and links to provincial e-waste management sites. There is also a downloadable brochure and
information about how consumers can clear their device of all personal data before dropping it
off for recycling.
Other notable findings from the 2013 National Cell Phone Recycling Study include:



Nearly half of survey respondents (49% nationally) report knowing about cell phone
recycling programs.
Satisfaction of those who utilize the Recycle My Cell continues to be high, with 96% of
respondents citing a positive experience.

“Canadians are world leaders in the way they embrace new technology, particularly when it
comes to wireless devices,” said Bernard Lord, President & CEO of the Canadian Wireless
Telecommunications Association (CWTA). “It is also our responsibility to be world leaders in
protecting our environment for generations to come. There is simply no reason that an old cell
phone should ever end up in a landfill.”
All of the processors involved in the Recycle My Cell program are ISO certified or verified to be
operating in conformance with the requirements of the Electronics Recycling Standard (ERS), so
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they all have environmental management systems in place that guarantee accountability and
knowledge of the environmental impacts associated with recycling.
The Recycle My Cell program also supports numerous local and national charities through the
proceeds from the recycled devices.
“In recognition of Earth Day, we join in encouraging Canadians to recycle their used mobile
devices which will not only help reduce the growing e-waste in Canada’s landfills, but also
generate much needed funds for mental health initiatives across the country,” said Peter
Coleridge, National CEO, Canadian Mental Health Association.
Businesses and community organizations can also support the Recycle My Cell program by
hosting a drop-off location. Registration is quick and easy and all set-up materials are provided
at no cost. For more information, please visit http://www.recyclemycell.ca/host-a-drop-offlocation/ or contact info@recyclemycell.ca.
Recycle My Cell was created and is maintained by the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications
Association (CWTA) in conjunction with cell phone carriers and handset manufacturers who
have come together to raise awareness about the importance of cell phone recycling. The
program’s partners include: Bell, BlackBerry, Eastlink, GEEP Inc., GREENTEC, LG Electronics
Canada, Inc., Lynx Mobility, MTS, Nokia, ProMobility, Rogers Communications, Samsung
Electronics Canada Inc., SaskTel, Sims Recycling Solutions, Sony of Canada, Tbaytel, TELUS,
Videotron, and Virgin Mobile Canada.
Canadians can contact a Recycle My Cell representative by e-mail at info@recyclemycell.ca, or
call toll-free at 1-888-797-1740.
About Recycle My Cell
Recycle My Cell is Canada’s national recycling program for mobile phones and accessories. The
bilingual Web site – www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.Recyclemoncell.ca – allows consumers to
simply enter their postal code to locate the 10 drop-off locations closest to them where their
devices will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. The free program is run by the
Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA), in conjunction with cell phone
carriers and handset manufacturers, who have come together to raise awareness about the
importance of cell phone recycling.
Follow us on Twitter. Like us on Facebook.
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Appendix G
Paid Advertising

Facebook Ad

Google Ad
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Appendix H
Corporate promotional materials (Web sites, in-store material)
Eastlink
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Rogers: Phones for Food
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Rogers: Rogers Trade-In
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Fido: FidoTrade
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Bell
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Bell: Bell Trade-in
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Bell: Bell blue box
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Virgin Mobile: Virgin Mobile Trade-in
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Virgin Mobile: Virgin Mobile Recycle
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The Source: The Source Trade-up
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The Source: The Source Recycle
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TELUS: TELUS Trade-in
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BlackBerry: BlackBerry Recycle
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Microsoft: Microsoft Recycle
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Appendix I
Bell On-line Module
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Appendix J
List of current drop-off locations in Nova Scotia
Carrier/Organization

Store/Location Name

Community

Bell

The Source

Amherst

Bell

Bell Aliant

Amherst

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Amherst

Rogers

AML Communications

Amherst

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Amherst

Recycle My Cell

Beech Hill Waste Management Facility

Antigonish

Bell

Bell Aliant

Antigonish

Bell

The Source

Antigonish

Rogers

Motion Communications

Antigonish

TELUS

Highland Cellular

Antigonish

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Barrington

Barrington

Bell

Bell Aliant

Bedford

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Bedford

Rogers

Fido

Bedford

TELUS

Black's

Bedford

TELUS

Koodo

Bedford

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Bedford

Recycle My Cell

Guysborough Waste Management Facility

Boylston

Bell

Bell Aliant

Bridgewater

Bell

The Source

Bridgewater

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Bridgewater

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Lunenburg

Bridgewater

Rogers

PPS World of Wireless

Bridgewater

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Bridgewater

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Chester

Chester

Recycle My Cell

Town of Clark's Harbour

Clark's Harbour

Bell

Bell Aliant

Dartmouth

Bell

The Source

Dartmouth

Bell

Bell Aliant

Dartmouth

Bell

Virgin Mobile

Dartmouth

Bell

Bell Aliant

Dartmouth

Bell

The Source

Dartmouth

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Dartmouth

Rogers

AML Communications

Dartmouth

Rogers

AML Communications

Dartmouth

Rogers

Fido

Dartmouth
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TELUS

Advantage Wireless PCS

Dartmouth

TELUS

Black's

Dartmouth

TELUS

TELUS

Dartmouth

TELUS

Koodo

Dartmouth

TELUS

TELUS

Dartmouth

Recycle My Cell

Conway Workshop Association

Digby

TELUS

TriCounty Communications

Digby

Bell

Bell Aliant

Elmsdale

Bell

The Source

Elmsdale

Bell

Bell Aliant

Greenwood

Bell

The Source

Greenwood

TELUS

TriCounty Communications

Greenwood

Recycle My Cell

St Mary's Transfer Station

Guysborough County

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

Virgin Mobile

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Halifax

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Halifax

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

Fido

Halifax

Rogers

Rogers

Halifax

TELUS

TELUS

Halifax

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Halifax

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Halifax

TELUS

Advantage Wireless PCS

Halifax

TELUS

Black's

Halifax

TELUS

Koodo

Halifax

TELUS

TELUS

Halifax

Recycle My Cell

Doucette's Rite Stop

Ingonish Beach

Recycle My Cell

Eastern Management Centre (Transfer Station)

Kentville
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Recycle My Cell

Valley Waste-Resource Management Authority

Kentville

Recycle My Cell

Western Management Centre (Transfer Station)

Lawrencetown

Bell

Bell Aliant

Lower Sackville

Bell

The Source

Lower Sackville

Rogers

AML Communications

Lower Sackville

TELUS

Advantage Wireless PCS

Lower Sackville

Bell

The Source

New Glasgow

Bell

Bell Aliant

New Glasgow

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

New Glasgow

Rogers

Motion Communications

New Glasgow

TELUS

Highland Cellular

New Glasgow

Bell

Bell Aliant

New Minas

Bell

The Source

New Minas

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

New Minas

Rogers

AML Communications

New Minas

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

New Minas

Recycle My Cell

North Sydney Recycling

North Sydney

Rogers

Motion Communications

Port Hawkesbury

TELUS

Highland Cellular

Port Hawkesbury

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the County of Inverness

Port Hood

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Shelburne

Shelburne

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Rogers

Soundafex

Sydney

TELUS

Highland Cellular

Sydney

TELUS

Burkes Cellular

Sydney

TELUS

TELUS

Sydney

Bell

Bell Aliant

Truro

Bell

The Source

Truro

Eastlink (Recycle My Cell)

Eastlink

Truro

Rogers

AML Communications

Truro

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Truro

Recycle My Cell

Lunenburg Regional Community Recycling Centre

Whynott's Settlement

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of West Hants

Windsor

Recycle My Cell

Town of Windsor

Windsor

Bell

Bell Aliant

Yarmouth

Bell

The Source

Yarmouth

Rogers

AML Communications

Yarmouth

TELUS

GBS Communications Inc.

Yarmouth

Recycle My Cell

Waste Check

Yarmouth
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Appendix K
Copies of certificates
Global Electric Electronics Processing Inc. (GEEP)
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GREENTEC
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ProMobility
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